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We would like to decide whether a graph with a given vertex set has a certain 
property. We do this by probing the pairs of vertices one by one, i.e., asking 
whether a given pair of vertices is an edge or not. At each stage we make full 
use of the information we have up to that point. I f  there is an algorithm (a 
sequence of probes depending on the previous information) that allows us to 
come to a decision before checking every pair, the property is said to be in- 
complete, otherwise it is called complete or elusive. We show that the property of 
containing a complete subgraph with a given number of vertices is elusive. The 
proof also implies that the property of being r-chromatic (r fixed) is elusive. 
As usual, denote by V2) the set of unordered pairs of distinct elements 
of the set l’. We say that a triple e = (V, E, N) is a jwegruph if E u NC V(2) 
and E n N = 0. V is the set of vertices, E is the set of edges, and N is 
the set of nonedges of G. P = E u N is the set of determined pairs of the 
pregraph e. If every element of Vc2) is determined, i.e., if P = Vt2), then 
G is the usual edge graph with vertex set V and edge set E. Then we 
put I?? = (V, E). 
Let G, = (V, El, N1) and e, = (V, E, , NJ be pregraphs. We say 
that c2 is an extension of e, (G, < c2) if E1 C E, , Nl C N, . 
Let V be a fixed set, say V = {l,..., n}. An algorithm is a function q5 
assigning to each pregraph i: = (V, E, N), P # Vc2), an element 
e = &E, N) of Vc2) - P. This element e is called the probe prescribed 
by the algorithm for f.?. A strategy or construction is a function z,4 assigning 
to a pair (e, e), where e = (V, E, N) is a pregraph and e E Vf2) - P, 
a pregraph G’ = (V, E’, N’) such that e’ > e and P’ = E’ u N’ has one 
more element than P. (If E’ = E u {e} then Z,!I chooses e an edge, if 
N’ == N u {e} # chooses e a nonedge.) 
Let 3 be the set of graphs with vertex set V. A property P of graphs of 
order n is a set YP C 9 which is such that G E 2YP whenever an isomorphic 
copy of G belongs to ~9~ . 
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Given an algorithm 4 and a construction # define a sequence 
e, = (V, EO , NO), e, = (V, E1 , iV1) ,... of pregraphs by putting 
(-%, NJ = (0, @), G,, = $<G , $(G)), i = 0, I,..., (2”) - 1. 
Define 
n(P, 4, #) = min{m: either every graph G > G,,, has property P 
or no graph G > e, has property P} 
and 
c(P) = rnp m;x n(P, 4, #). 
c(P) is the computational complexity of the property P. A property P 
is called elusive if c(P) = (3, i.e., in order to detect whether a graph has 
property P the algorithm might have to probe ezjery pair, 
The computational complexity of graphs was investigated in detail by 
Milner and Welsh [4]. See also Holt und Reingold [2] and Kirkpatrick [3]. 
It was proved by Kirkpatrick [4] that the property of containing a 
triangle is elusive. Milner and Welsh [4] conjectured that every monotone 
property is elusive. (A property P is called monotone if whenever a graph 
G = (V, E) has property P, so does G’ = (V, E’) if E’ 1 E.) A particular 
case of this conjecture is that the property of containing a K, (r >, 3), 
a complete subgraph with r vertices, is elusive. The main aim of this note 
is to show that this is indeed true. The same proof (and the same strategy) 
also shows that the property of being r-chromatic is also elusive. 
Finally we note that if G, is a fixed graph and P is the property of con- 
taining a copy of G, then c(P)/(;) -+ 1 as n -+ co. We shall make use of 
some ideas in [I]. 
THEOREM 1. Let 2 < r < n. Then the property of containing a K, is 
elusive. 
Proof. We shall define a strategy $,, showing that the property is 
indeed elusive. 
Put u = {I,..., r - 2}, W = V - U. Let G = (V, E, N) be a pregraph 
andleteEV)-P= V2)--EuN.PutG=(V,E)andletHbethe 
subgraph spanned by W. For 2 C V put 
Dz = {w E I’: (w, z) E P for all z E Z>. 
If e = (w, z), z E Z, and {(w, z): z E 2 - {w}} C P U {e} then e is said 
to be the last probe from w to Z. If Z = V then e is the last probe from w 
andweputD = Dy. 
We say that a vertex w E W is a c-critical vertex if w  $ D, the com- 
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ponent T of H - D containing w is ‘a tree with center w and radius <l 
and every vertex of T - (w} belongs to Dw . 
In order to decide whether or not $,, should make e = (u, V) an edge, 
we consider five cases. Recall that u and u are interchangeable since e 
is an unordered pair. 
C 0’ P U {e} 3 YCz) - U@). 
C 1. U,VEU. 
C U, u E W, e is not the last probe from ZJ 
from i to W, and u is an isolated vertex of H - D. 
but it is the last probe 
C 3’ u E U, v E W, and e is not the last probe from v to U. 
C u E U, v E W, e is the last probe from v to U, v is G-critical, 
and in4G no vertex of W is joined to every vertex of {v} u U. 
Let #o be the strategy that chooses e to be an edge if U”, Vi holds. 
Let 4 be an algorithm and let e, = (V, Ei , N,), Gi = (V, EJ, 
Hi = (W, Ei n Wf2)), Pi = Ei u Ni , Di , Dz”, i = 0, l,..., (3 = L be 
the pregraphs, graphs, etc. constructed by # and #o. 
To complete the proof of the theorem we shall prove that G,-, 
does not contain a K, and GL does. We divide the proof of this assertion 
into a number of propositions. 
Denote by T,(x) the component of H, that contains the vertex x E W. 
PROPOSITION 1. TL(x) is a tree for every x E W. 
Proof. Let x1 , x2 ,..., x, E W(m 3 3). 
We can suppose without loss of generality that for some j we have 
(x1 , x,) E Pj and (xi, xi+3 $ Pj for 1 < i < m. Then (xl, x,,J is not the 
last probe from either x1 or x, in W, so C, does not hold when probing 
(x1 , x,). Thus (x1, x,) is not an edge of Hz . Consequently HL does not 
contain a circuit, as claimed. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose x0 E W - Dm and {x0, x1 ,..., xk} is a path 
in H,. Then x3 , x4 ,..., xk E D”. 
If we also have x0 E W - Dwm, then x1 E Dw* and x2 E Dm. 
In particular, if x E W - D,” then x is the only &,-critical vertex of 
T,(x) and every vertex ofTm(x) - D* - (x} is joined to x. 
Proof. Let ai = (xi-l, xi), 1 < i < k. If k < 3 there is nothing to 
prove in the first assertion. Otherwise let 3 < p S k. When 0~~ is probed 
x, can not play the role of u in C, since x0 $ D”. Therefore, xz plays the 
role of u when 01~ is probed. Thus c+, is probed before 0~~ and x3 plays the 
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role of u in C, for this probe. Continuing this argument we see that x,-~ 
plays the role of u in C, when 01~~~ is probed. Therefore ~11~ is probed 
before 01~~~ and by C, we must have x, E D”. 
Let now x,, E W - Dwm. To prove the second part of the assertion note 
that when 01~ is probed, x1 must play the role of u in C, and hence x1 E DWm, 
(11~ is probed before 01~ , and x2 E D”. 
The third assertion of the proposition follows immediately from the 
second. 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose no vertex of T,(x) is joined to every vertex 
of U in G, . Then T,,,(x) contains a cm-critical vertex. 
Proof. The assertion holds for m = 0. Suppose m 2 1 and it holds 
for smaller values of m. By the induction hypothesis we can assume that x 
is e,-,-critical. If {a} = P,, - Pm-l and 01 is not adjacent to x, then x 
is also cm-critical. So we can assume that (II = (x, y). 
(a) Suppose y E W. Then by Proposition 2 we can suppose that 01 
is the last probe from x in W. Furthermore, x and y are c,-critical for 
every I < m, so x # Dna since otherwise the last probe from x to U would 
have given an edge. Thus if 01 E N, , we are ready; x itself is (?Vb-critical. 
Therefore we can suppose without loss of generality that oi E E, . Conse- 
quently when (II was probed, C, had to hold. By symmetry we may suppose 
that y played the role of u in C, . Then y is an isolated vertex of 
T,-,(y) - Dm-l and so x is not only em-,-critical but also cm-critical. 
(b) Suppose now that y E U. Then OL can not be the last probe from 
x to U since then by C, x would be joined to every vertex of U in G,, . 
Consequently x # Dm and so x is indeed cm-critical. 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose x E W, {a} = Pj+l - Pj , 01 is the last probe 
from x to U and 01 E E,+l. Then for every m 2 j every vertex of 
T,(x) - Dn” - {x} is joined to x and every vertex of T,(x) - {x> belongs 
to Dw”. 
Proof. If C,, holds when probing 01, the assertion is trivial. Therefore, 
as (II E E,+l , by C, , x is e,-critical so by Proposition 2 the assertion holds 
for m = j. Suppose now that m > j and the assertion holds for smaller 
values of m. Then we can suppose that T,(x) @ Tmel(x) since otherwise 
there is nothing to prove. Consequently G,,, was obtained from G,-, by 
adding an edge /I = (x, y), y E W. When probing /3 the vertex y has to 
play the role of u in C, since x is already joined to every vertex in CT. 
Consequently every vertex adjacent to y in H,-1 belongs to D”-l and 
y E Dwm. This completes the proof. 
Denote by k the minimal index for which Pk+, I) Ycz) - Ut2). 
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COROLLARY. At niost one vertex Of T&C) is joined to every vertex 
of UinG,. 
Proof. Note simply that by Proposition 4 the case C, cannot hold 
to give a second vertex of T,(X) joined to every vertex of U. 
PROPOSITION 5. GLS1 is (r - l)-chromatic. In particular, it does not 
contain a K, . 
Proof. Let 01 be the last probe, i.e., {a} = Pr. - PLwl . If (Y 6 U@), 
k = L - 1, and each tree TLJx), x E W, contains at most one vertex 
x* joined to every vertex of U. 
Color T&x) with colors 0 and 1, giving x* the color 1, and the vertices 
of U with 2,..., r - 1. Then recolor each O-colored vertex with the color 
j, 2 < j < r - 1, it is not joined to. This gives an (r - 1)-coloring of 
GL-I . 
Suppose now that 01 E Uc2). Then in GLpl we can color the vertices of 
U with r - 3 colors and can use two more colors to color each component 
T&l(X) of H,-, . 
PROPOSITION 6. G= contains a K, . 
Proof. Let {a} = Pk+l - Pk. In other words (y. is the first pair that 
&, makes an edge because case C,, holds. (In fact a is the only pair that 
becomes an edge only because of C, .) 
(a) Suppose 01 = (x, y), x, y E W. We claim that x and y are joined 
to every vertex of U in Gk . For if, say, x is not joined to every vertex of U 
in GI, then there is a vertex z E W, (x, z) E El, such that in GI, z is joined to 
every vertex of U. Furthermore, z had to be joined to every vertex of U 
before (x, z) was probed. However, then %, does not hold when (x, z) 
is probed so (x, z) 4 Ek . This contradiction shows that x and y are joined 
to every vertex of U in GI, , so the set U u {x, y} spans a K, in GL . 
(b) Suppose now that (Y = (x, y), x E U, y E W. By Proposition 4, 
if a vertex z of Tk(v) is joined to every vertex of U in G, then (z, y) E Eg , so 
the vertex set U u ( y, z} spans a K,. in GL . Thus we can assume without 
loss of generality that in G,+ no vertex of Tk(y) is joined to every vertex 
of u. 
By considering the last probe from y to W one can see immediately 
that y is not an isolated vertex of Hk otherwise z,& would make that last 
probe an edge. 
Put W,, = {z E W: (z, y) E Ek}. Then W, # ,D. Let zi E W, and let 
yi == (zi , ti) be th e as probe from zi to U. If {ri} = Pzi+l - Pti then zi 1 t 
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can not be e’,i-critical for other wise zi E Tk(y) is joined to every vertex 
of U in G, . Thus by Proposition 2 we have zi E D$ . Let (z,, , to) be the 
last probe of the form (z, t), z E W,, , t E U and put I = I, . Then (y, z) E PI 
(implying (y, z) E E,), z E Dwz and z E Dz+l for every z E W, . 
We also have y E Dwz. For suppose (y, w) is the last probe from y to W 
and (y, w) $ P1. When probing (y, w), y can play the role of u in C, , 
so 8 becomes an edge, giving w  E W, and (y, w) $ Er . This contradiction 
shows that y E Dwz. 
Now by Proposition 3 at least one of y and z,, is &critical. We have 
established that y is an endvertex of Tr( y) - D and y E Dwz. Consequently 
z,, is &critical. This implies that the strategy &, makes y,, an edge, so in 
GI, the vertex z,, of T,(y) is joined to every vertex of U. This contradiction 
completes the proof of Proposition 6. 
Theorem 1 is clearly an immediate consequence of Propositions 5 and 6. 
COROLLARY OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1. The property of being 
r-chromatic is elusive. 
Proof. Take again the strategy &, . The theorem follows from Propo- 
sitions 5 and 6. 
Finally we note a simple result showing that the property of containing 
a fixed subgraph is almost elusive. We say that H is a subgraph of G if 
every vertex of H is a vertex of G and every edge of H is an edge of G. 
THEOREM 2. Let G, be a fixed graph with r vertices and let P be the 
property of having a subgraph isomorphic to GO . Then 
c(P) > {$(n - r + l)(n - r + 3)) = L. 
Proof. Denote by s the maximal number of independent vertices 
of G, . By Theorem 1 we may suppose that s > 2. Let WC V be a set of 
n - (r - s - 1) 3 n - r + 3 vertices. Let I,&, be the strategy that makes 
the pairs in I/ t2) - Wt2) edges and the pairs in Wf2) nonedges. As in the 
proof of Theorem 1, take an algorithm 4 and let CO , (?I ,... be the corre- 
sponding sequence of pregraphs. Put &, = (V, E*, I?*), A = (V, E*), 
B = (I’, V2) - N*). Then A > eL-, , and A does not contain G, . 
Furthermore, there exists at least one vertex x E W such that less than 
n - r + 1 pairs (x, y) belong to PL-l . Thus in B the vertex x is joined to 
at least n - (r - s - 1) - 1 - (n - 7) = s vertices in W. Then in B 
the subgraph spanned by these s + 1 vertices and the vertices of V - W 
clearly contains a GO . 
It would be of interest to prove the following extension of Theorem 2. 
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If G,, is a fixed graph with r vertices and P is the property of having a 
subgraph isomorphic to GO then 
where C,. is a constant depending on r. This would show that the property 
of containing a fixed subgraph is indeed almost elusive. 
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